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ABSTRACT 
 
There are administrative and urban villages in Bali province. Together with administrative 
villages, it also has customary villages, which are settlements that retain the ancient 
autonomy of the area. The Tri Hita Karana element is one of the ancient village's 
distinguishing characteristics. The purpose of this study is to ascertain how Luwus Village, 
Baturiti Tabanan, and customary village Financial Management are impacted by 
Accountability, Transparency, and Tri Hita Karana. Using the census approach, this 
research is a quantitative study with a population of 36 people from the Traditional Village 
Management, Prajuru, and Kelian Banjar of Luwus Village, Baturiti Tabanan. Based on the 
significance of the statistical test results, the study's findings suggest that Tri Hita Karana, 
Accountability, and Transparency have a favorable and substantial impact on Financial 
Management. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Among the nations that uphold the democratic system is Indonesia. In a form of 
government where the people themselves execute policies and make decisions, the 
people themselves are ultimately in charge. The government grants each area the power 
to control a number of procedures that are necessary for the development of that region 
in order to realize a democratic government. In addition to administrative villages and 
sub-districts, Bali Province (Ribawati et al., 2023). Its communities, which are classified 
as customary villages, have the characteristics of the original autonomy of the region in 
addition to being administrative. The Tri Hita Karana element is one of the ancient 
village's distinguishing characteristics. Tri Hita Karana is made up of three essential and 
inseparable components: Parahyangan, Palemahan, and Pawongan (Nurita & Putri, 
2021). This is a traditional social organization with a number of features, including a 
clearly defined territory and surroundings, members (krama) who must meet certain 
standards, kahyangan three or other temples that participate in religious ceremonies, 
internal and external autonomy, and a traditional government working alongside its 
management (Suadnyana, 2020). Because they have the authority to govern interactions 
between community groups and manage customary village wealth for the benefit of 
residents, customary villages are entitled to autonomy in the socioeconomic sphere 
(Antlöv., 2016). 

The treasury funds of the Indigenous village must be managed transparently so 
that all activities occurring or previously completed within the village are readily known 
to the public and accessible to anybody, both inside and outside the community 
(Sasongko et al., 2021). According to Helle and Roberts (2024), accountability is having 
the authority to manage the resources and put rules in place that have been given to the 
reporting organization to accomplish periodic evaluations. Accountability is the duty to 
provide an account, as well as to respond to and clarify the conduct and decisions of an 
individual, a legal entity, or the collective leadership of an organization, to those who are 
entitled to such information. The Minister of Home Affairs Regulation (Permendagri) 
Number 13 of 2006 concerning Regional Financial Management Guidelines was born out 
of the village financial management accountability report. This regulation explains how 
good governance can be achieved through transparent and accountable regional financial 
management (Fanggidae, 2022). The Bhagavad-Gita sloka, which forms the basis of Tri 
Hita Karana philosophy, has a significant fundamental impact: Tri Hita Karana (THK) 
refers to the three factors that contribute to human welfare and help us reach the ultimate 
goal of life, which is Moksartham Jagadhita ya ca iti Dharma. These factors primarily stem 
from human relations with harmony with God (parahyangan), human relations with 
harmony with others (pawongan), and human relations with harmony with the natural 
world (palemahan)(Sila, 2024). There are three categories for accountability. Unlike 
other stakeholders who demand formal responsibility, God and nature do not require 
financial statements or yearly reports (O'Regan et al., 2022). 

The village government's yearly financial plan is called the Village Revenue and 
Expenditure Budget (APBDES). APBDES is made up of revenue, expenses, and financing 
in terms of structure or components. Original village revenue earned by self-help, 
participation, mutual collaboration, asset outcomes, business results, and other means as 
an implementer of village authority (Soefi, 2021). Village funds that are earmarked for 
villages and come from the state budget are transferred through the regency regional 
budget. The settlement of Luwus is situated in Tabanan Regency's Baturiti District. Data 
on village financial management indicates that reports are not submitted on time. As a 
result, the community has not been able to make the most use of its sources of income 
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(Tumbelaka et al., 2020). This study is to analyze the impact of accountability, 
transparency, and Tri Hita Karana culture on traditional village financial management in 
Luwus Baturiti Village, Tabanan. 

       
LITERATURE REVIEW, RESEARCH FRAMEWORK, AND HYPOTHESIS 
The term "financial management" refers to the management of goals; finance is the 
organization's lifeblood because, without funds, programs cannot be implemented 
(Wahyudin, 2021). However, it should be emphasized that the organization's vision, 
mission, and goals must always be used in planning, managing, and being accountable for 
fundraising and financial sustainability itself; accountability is the trustee's (agent's) 
obligation to provide accountability, present, report, and disclose all activities in the 
activities that fall under their purview to the trustee (principal), who has the right and 
authority to request this accountability (Yanuarisa, 2020). Transparency is defined as all 
government processes, institutions, and information that need to be accessible to 
interested parties, and the information available must be sufficient so that it can be 
understood and monitored (Renteria, 2024). Transparency is a principle that guarantees 
access or freedom for everyone to obtain information about government administration, 
namely information about policies, the process of making and implementing them, and 
the results achieved (Mualifu et al., 2019). 

Culture is the collective mental programming that sets one group or category of 
people apart from another. Human nature and personality are reflected in culture (Szalay 
& Deese, 2024). According to Waldana and Anshori (2024), culture is the widely accepted 
rules, values, and beliefs that direct a group's everyday activities. The Tri Hita Karana 
(THK) concept is well-known in the Balinese dimension of life, which is the Hindu 
community's tradition in Bali. The Bhagavad-Gita sloka teaches the THK concept, which 
has the following key components: Praja = human; Prajapati = almighty god. 
Bhagavadghita, which teaches mankind three key lessons to reach ultimate happiness: 
strengthening the heart's conviction in God's truth, acting following God's truth, and 
dharma, or the truth of God and human nature (Gama, 2024). Since THK is a local culture 
that derives from local wisdom, it may be considered a national culture since national 
culture is shaped by a variety of elements, including politics, economy, religion, ethnicity, 
and language (Sukmayasa & Mahardika, 2024). 
 
Research Framework 
In this instance, the framework takes a quantitative, associative approach. The goal of the 
research is to ascertain how traditional village financial management in Luwus Village, 
Baturiti Tabanan, is impacted by accountability, transparency, and the Tri Hita Karana 
culture. Planning, organizing, mobilizing, assessing, supervising, controlling, and 
organizing/managing in order to ensure that something that is managed can function 
smoothly, effectively, and efficiently is the process of arranging so that all potential is 
optimal in supporting the achievement of goals.  
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Source: Constructed by the author for this research, 2024  
  

Figure 1 
Research Framework 

 
Hypothesis 
The trustee agent bears the task of ensuring accountability by presenting, reporting, and 
disclosing all operations and activities that fall under the purview of the trustee 
(principal), who possesses the right and power to hold the village financial 
administration responsible. Accountability can be understood as the duty to present and 
report all actions and activities of an individual or organization, particularly in the area 
of financial administration, to village financial management, as some of the 
aforementioned definitions highlight (McGrath & Whitty, 2018). Based on the 
explanation above, the following hypothesis is formulated: 
H1 : Accountability has a positive and significant effect on financial management 
 
Transparency is the government's willingness to be transparent in formulating policies 
so that the general public may learn about them. In the end, transparency will foster 
accountability among the community, village finance management, and the government. 
Transparency refers to the government's willingness to be forthcoming with information 
on the efficiency of managing public resources, namely the financial management of 
communities and villages, to those who require it. Genuine, all-encompassing openness 
is what is meant by transparency, which gives everyone a chance to actively participate 
in the village's financial management process (Arifa, 2019). Based on the explanation 
above, the following hypothesis is formulated: 
H2 : Transparency has a positive and significant effect on financial management 
 
The culture of Tri Hita Karana originated as an organizational culture and has now 
evolved into a national one. Members of the organization have been able to employ Tri 
Hita Karana culture as a value system or habit that serves as a limitation on their ability 
to fulfill their responsibilities and behave appropriately when managing the village's 
finances.Planning, organizing, mobilizing, assessing, supervising, and managing are the 
steps involved in making sure that all potential is optimized to support the 
accomplishment of goals (Dewi, 2023). This ensures that everything under management 
operates smoothly, effectively, and efficiently. The governance of village organizations, 
which in turn affects the performance and success of the village in accomplishing its goals 
namely, offering financial services to the Pakraman village or customary village 

Tri Hita Karana 

Transparency 

Accountability 

Financial Management 
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community toward productive village wealth is greatly influenced by the institution of 
village financial management. 
H3 : Tri Hita Karana has a positive and significant effect on financial management 
 
METHOD 
This study is quantitative in nature, and it was carried out at the Luwus Baturiti Tabanan 
Village Office. The study was undertaken there because the traditional village office has 
the potential human resources needed to perform financial management. According to 
Sugiyono (2018), a population is a generalization area made up of specific items or 
persons chosen by researchers to examine before drawing conclusions. It is preferable to 
collect all data if the subject count is fewer than 100 in order to conduct population 
research. Additionally, if there are more than 100 subjects, it can be taken in the range of 
10% to 15% or 20% to 25% or higher (Arikunto, 2024). The 36 managers of the Adat 
village, known as Prajuru Desa and Kelan Banjar, comprised the population employed in 
this study. All of the traditional Prajuru will be tried because there are less than 100 
attendees. Thus, population research is what this study is doing. Methods of data 
gathering strategies were employed to get the necessary data for this investigation, 
including a Questionnaire to gather information on accountability, transparency, and Tri 
Hita Karana culture toward financial management at the village office of the Luwus 
Baturiti Tabanan Traditional Village, a list of questions was provided to responders. The 
SPSS 23.0 for Windows software was used to statistically analyze the collected data. 
Instrument test with Multiple Linear Regression Analysis is the analysis method 
employed. 

  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
Using Pearson's correlation test, the data was examined for validity (Yu & Hutson, 2024). 
The results of the validity test for the four variables financial management, accountability, 
transparency, and Tri Hita Karana showed that they all satisfied the requirement for 
validity, which is a Pearson coefficient greater than 0,3(Sugiyono, 2018). 

 
Table 1 

 Validity Test 
 

No Variable Question Item Correlation 
Coefficient 

Critical Value Description 

1 
 

Accountability X1.1 0.787 0.30 Valid 
X1.2 0.778 0.30 Valid 
X1.3 0.627 0.30 Valid 
X1.4 0.690 0.30 Valid 
X1.5 0.588 0.30 Valid 
X1.6 0.638 0.30 Valid 

2 Transparency X2.1 0.767 0.30 Valid 
X2.2 0.905 0.30 Valid 
X2.3 0.801 0.30 Valid 
X2.4 0.872 0.30 Valid 
X2.5 0.615 0.30 Valid 
X2.6 0.737 0.30 Valid 

3 Tri Hita Karana X3.1 0.599 0.30 Valid 
X3.2 0.758 0.30 Valid 
X3.3 0.603 0.30 Valid 
X3.4 0.857 0.30 Valid 
X3.5 0.687 0.30 Valid 
X3.6 0.752 0.30 Valid 
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4 Financial 
Management 

Y.1 0.739 0.30 Valid 
Y.2 0.735 0.30 Valid 
Y.3 0.785 0.30 Valid 
Y.4 0.936 0.30 Valid 
Y.5 0.923 0.30 Valid 
Y.6 0.581 0.30 Valid 

Source: Data processed using SPSS, 2024 
 

In order to demonstrate whether the data is trustworthy or not, it is also subjected 
to reliability testing. The four variables' Cronbach Alpha values are above 0,6, indicating 
the dependability of the data, according to the reliability test of the four variables 
(Sugiyono, 2018). 

 
Table 2  

Reliability Test 
 

No Variable Cronbach,s Description 
1 Accountability 0,872 Reliable 
2 Transparency 0,872 Reliable 
3 Tri Hita Karana Culture 0,801 Reliable 
4 Customary Village Financial 

Management 
0,836 Reliable 

              Source: Data processed using SPSS, 2024 
 

 Additionally, the test results are displayed in the following table based on the t-
test results and the regression coefficient. 

 
Table 3 

  Results of the t-test 
 

     Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig 

B Std. Error Beta   

1 (Constant) -8.802 3.518  -2.502 .021 

Accountability .553 .237 .340 2.336 .030 

Transparency .707 .149 .618 4.754 .000 

Tri Hita Karana .102 .156 .053 .654 .046 

               Source: Data processed using SPSS, 2024 
 

1) The impact of Accountability on truthful Financial Management adherence to rules 
set out by the Traditional Village in Luwus Village, Baturiti, Tabanan. The phases of 
financial management include all pertinent components, a high-quality work 
schedule, and continuous accountability of the financial management process to 
higher authorities while maintaining a professional attitude. The program's objective 
is to fulfill the village's vision, purpose, and goals. According to rules, all pertinent 
parties are involved in the stages of professional financial management that SKPD 
leaders oversee. These stages are reinforced by the degree of education that financial 
managers possess as well as the financial governance training that they have 
completed. The study's findings support those of Usman (2023) and Zubaidah and 
Nugraeni (2023), which demonstrate that accountability significantly and favorably 
affects financial management.  
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The hypothesis H1 is accepted since the significance result of 0,030 is less than 0,05, 
indicating a positive and substantial impact of accountability on financial 
management. Improved financial management is encouraged by the accountability 
concept. Public accountability is a must for all government operations, whether 
national or local, particularly when it comes to the implementation of financial 
management. This duty pushes the government to manage its finances as effectively 
as it can in compliance with legal requirements. 

2) How Transparancy affects Financial Management: transparency is defined as the 
availability of timely, accurate, and adequate information regarding public policies 
and the processes that go into creating them. In order for the community to take part 
in regional management, information is essential. In addition to ensuring that newly 
developed public policies deliver the best possible outcomes for the community, the 
community also keeps an eye on information availability to avoid fraud and 
manipulation from unduly favoring a particular set of people. Because each SKPD in 
Luwus Baturiti Tabanan Village gives information regarding cost and responsibility 
processes, transparency has an impact on financial management. The study's 
findings support Septian et al.'s (2021) and Solihah et al.'s (2022) findings, with a 
significance level of 0,000 below 0,05, indicating a favorable and substantial impact 
of transparency on financial management and the acceptance of hypothesis H2. The 
public oversight and transparency practices implemented in Luwus Village have an 
effect on how the APBDs are managed in compliance with Government Accounting 
Standards. 

3) The Tri Hita Karana existence of activities carried out by village administrators that 
reflect human relationships with God (parhyangan), humans with humans 
(pawongan), and humans with the environment (palemahan) is evidence of Tri Hita 
Karana's influence on financial management in Luwus Village, Baturiti District, 
Tabanan. These activities include facilitating the implementation of religious 
ceremonies, operating perbekel in the context of community social activities, and 
maintaining Banjar Hall. 15% of the money are allotted for Parhyangan, 5% for 
Palemahan, and 15% for Pawongan. The study's findings are corroborated by 
research by Sedani et al. (2018) and Jayawarsa et al. (2022) with a significance level 
of 0,046 below 0,05, indicating a positive and significant direction for the influence 
of transparency on financial management and the acceptance of hypothesis H3. The 
implementation of the Tri Hita Karana idea in relation to Prahyangan, Pawongan, and 
Palemahan is based on Financial Management in Luwus Village, because Tri Hita 
Karana is able to both structure the order of Balinese life with varied sectors and 
adapt and incorporate parts of foreign culture into the original culture. It is a native 
wisdom that has evolved into a cultural personality. The wellbeing of the village 
community is the goal of applying the Tri Hita Karana idea to financial management 
in villages. 

 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
According to the analysis's findings accountability has a positive and substantial impact 
on Luwus Village's financial management, transparency affects Luwus Village's financial 
management. Tri Hita Karana significantly and favorably affects Luwus village's financial 
management. Referring to this result,  the village financial management may utilize a 
different methodology than this study since a more thorough investigation is required 
while this study just employs quantitative analysis. In practical suggestion, Luwus 
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Traditional Village continues to utilize the Tri Hita Karana tradition to advance and 
enhance village finances. 
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